ABSTRACT Efficient and robust visual place recognition is of great importance to autonomous mobile robots. Recent work has shown that features learned from convolutional neural networks achieve impressed performance with efficient feature size, where most of them are pooled or aggregated from a convolutional feature map. However, convolutional filters only capture the appearance of their perceptive fields, which lack the considerations on how to combine the multiscale appearance for place recognition. In this paper, we propose a novel method to build a multiscale feature pyramid and present two approaches to use the pyramid to augment the place recognition capability. The first approach fuses the pyramid to obtain a new feature map, which has an awareness of both the local and semi-global appearance, and the second approach learns an attention model from the feature pyramid to weight the spatial grids on the original feature map. Both approaches combine the multiscale features in the pyramid to suppress the confusing local features while tackling the problem in two different ways. Extensive experiments have been conducted on benchmark datasets with varying degrees of appearance and viewpoint variations. The results show that the proposed approaches achieve superior performance over the networks without the multiscale feature fusion and the multiscale attention components. Analyses on the performance of using different feature pyramids are also provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual place recognition determines whether a query image is taken at a known place in the database. It is an active research topic in both robotics [1] and computer vision [2] - [4] , associated with various applications such as autonomous vehicles [5] , [6] and image retrieval [7] . Though extensive attention has drawn upon visual place recognition, it remains extremely challenging as place appearance changes due to a variety of factors, such as illumination, season and dynamic objects.
Successes of deep learning have motivated series of studies to derive features from CNNs for visual place recognition [8] - [12] . Recent work has come to train/fine-tune networks for place recognition other than using pre-trained models; the tuned deep nets can be broadly categorized into two kinds of networks. The first one tackles the problem with classification networks [7] , [12] , [13] , where a certain intermediate feature map is used to describe the holistic image or regions-of-interest (ROIs). To train such classification networks, large landmark datasets are required, e.g. the SPED dataset used in [13] contains 2500k images collected at 2543 landmarks around the world. Moreover, the feature maps extracted from the classification networks are of high dimensions, which is costly in computation and storage. The second kind of approaches proposes to learn a feature embedding network [3] , [14] , [15] for place recognition. Unlike the classification networks which learn to classify landmarks, the feature embedding networks directly learn visual representations. Triplet loss [3] , [14] or lifted loss [15] have been used to train such feature embedding networks; these loss functions only require image triplet in the training process, which greatly reduces the number of required images from each landmark location. The feature embedding networks can also learn efficient size visual representations, which are crucial for fast place recognition.
In this work, we follow the second kind of approaches to learn the visual representations in an end-to-end manner. Most existing feature embedding networks are built upon series of convolutional layers with a global pooling layer [14] , [16] or aggregation layer [3] at the end. Therefore, the visual place recognition capability is closely related to the last convolutional feature map. Each spatial grid on the convolutional feature map only depends on its perceptive filed, which has no awareness of its surrounding appearance. However, a feature's description and its contribution to place recognition are closely related to its neighborhood appearance, e.g. it is only when the surrounding appearance is considered that we can tell the difference between a car window and a building window, and then treat them differently in distinguishing a place.
To suppress the local confusions, several works [14] , [16] - [18] have proposed to perform pooling operations at ROIs to capture landmarks of different sizes. However, the pooled ROIs in such approaches are manually defined rigid grids [17] or learned object bounding boxes [18] rather than the actual landmark areas. Moreover, the region-based pooling approaches directly aggregate the pooled features to describe a place, which can make the obtained visual descriptor less discriminative when the pooling operations duplicate more confusing elements [16] .
Local confusing features can also be suppressed with a learned attention model [16] , [19] , [20] , which can highlight the discriminative features for visual place recognition. Multiscale appearance is crucial in determining the importance of a feature; capturing multiscale appearance with pooling operations [16] is more efficient than using convolutional filters [19] or other parameterized layers [20] , as no additional parameter is introduced. However, existing region-based pooling approaches [14] , [16] - [18] , [21] only perform multiscale pooling at a limited number of spatial grids, and for different scales, the pooling operations are applied at different locations; this causes the pooled features lack the multiscale appearance at all the spatial grids.
In this paper, we present two approaches to suppress the local confusing elements, where the first one learns a feature map with multiscale appearance awareness, and the second one learns an attention model to highlight the salient features. As the multiscale appearance plays an important role in both visual description and feature weighting, we propose to build a multiscale feature pyramid with multiple size pooling operations. Unlike the region-based pooling approaches, we apply multiscale pooling at all the spatial locations and concatenate the pooled feature maps for use. Thus each spatial bin in the pyramid describes regions centered at the same location, with each level describes the appearance at a different scale; as the obtained feature pyramid has such geometric consistency, we can fuse the channels at each spatial grid to suppress FIGURE 1. Illustration of the two proposed approaches. (a) The first approach learns new visual representations from the multiscale feature pyramid. As shown in the example images, the neural activations around the train, which is a dynamic object, are suppressed when more feature scales are fused. (b) The second approach learns an attention model from the multiscale feature pyramid. As shown in the example images, the attention paid to the road is reduced while more feature scales are used.
the local confusing elements. The proposed approaches are exemplified in Fig. 1 .
The main contributions of this work are as follows: 1. We introduce a novel approach to constitute a feature pyramid, which captures the multiscale appearance of a place. 2. We propose to learn a feature embedding network with a multiscale feature fusion component to improve the robustness of the learned visual representations. 3. We propose a novel attention model, which is built upon the multiscale feature pyramid, to select discriminative features for visual place recognition.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly review the existing approaches utilizing CNNs for visual place recognition.
A. VISUAL PLACE RECOGNITION WITH CONVOLUTIONAL FEATURES
Visual feature is the basis for visual place recognition. Previous approaches have used handcraft-features [5] , [22] - [25] and pixel density [26] , [27] for visual place recognition. Triggered by the recent successes of deep learning, some research has proposed to utilize deep nets for visual place recognition [8] - [12] , [28] - [30] . Sunderhauf et al. [9] have shown a detailed analysis of using feature maps from different CNN layers in place recognition. To improve the robustness under partial occlusions and severe viewpoint variations, [31] proposed to use CNN feature to describe ROIs, where the ROIs were detected by the internal neural activations. However, these studies made use of networks pre-trained on tasks different from place recognition, where landmark unrelated features, such as cars, could dominate the visual descriptions [31] . Recent studies have come to train networks for visual place recognition; networks trained in these studies can be broadly categorized as place classification networks [7] , [13] and feature embedding networks [3] , [14] , [15] . [3] , [14] or lifted loss [15] were used to train such networks to map an input image to a feature space, where a landmark has a smaller feature distance to its positive matches than to its negative ones. Furthermore, feature embedding networks can learn efficient visual descriptors for fast and robust place recognition, e.g. [14] built the networks with global max pooling (Maximum Activations of Convolutions, MAC) at the end of the convolutional layers in the AlexNet [32] and the VGG-16 net [33] , and obtained a feature space of 256 and 512 dimensions. Training the feature embedding networks with triplet loss also reduces the required image samples from each landmark, e.g. training images can be obtained by two transverses of the same environment. Existing feature embedding networks applied a global pooling layer [14] , [16] or a feature aggregation layer [3] to a convolutional feature map to reduce the visual representations to a manageable size for training. However, the convolutional filters are local feature extractors of their perceptive fields; directly applying global pooling or feature aggregation to a convolutional feature map lacks the considerations on how to combine the multiscale appearance for place recognition.
B. MULTISCALE FEATURES IN DEEP NETWORKS
Multiscale features have been widely used in deep learning networks to address challenging tasks, such as image classification [21] , [34] , semantic segmentation [30] , [35] and environment recognition [28] , [29] . Multiscale appearance can be captured by combining convolutional feature maps from different layers [19] , [34] , [35] or performing multiple size pooling operations [21] .
In visual place recognition, [14] and [17] proposed the region-based max pooling approach (R-MAC), which aggregates the features pooled at three scales of rigid grids, to capture the multiscale landmarks. To overcome the limitation of rigid grids, [18] adopted a region proposal network to generate the pooling regions. However, using multiple size pooling to capture the multiscale landmark features can also duplicate the confusing elements as investigated in [16] . To suppress the confusing elements, [16] proposed to learn an attention model to select the discriminative features. Attention models have also been developed in [7] , [19] , and [20] . The key concept underlying these attention models is to weight a local feature with the surrounding multiscale appearance. Kim et al. [19] used multiple size convolutional filters to build a multiscale feature pyramid, which was used to learn the attention model. To avoid the difficulty of training large convolutional kernels, downsample and upsample operations were used. Instead of using convolutional filters, [20] proposed to use a global context feature together with the original feature map, to ensure the network has both local and global appearance awareness. However, the global context feature was extracted from the whole image, which is not flexible to include the appearance at different scales.
In this paper, we propose to build a multiscale feature pyramid with pooling operations. Unlike the region-based pooling approaches [14] , [16] , [17] , [21] , our multiscale pooling is applied at all the spatial grids on the convolutional feature map. Thus, each spatial bin in the pyramid captures the multiscale appearance centered at the same image region. Pooling operations are also more parameter efficient than the convolutional filters [19] and the global context features [20] , which makes it flexible to include multiscale features in the pyramid. With the obtained feature pyramid, we propose two approaches to augment the place recognition capability, where the first one fuses the pyramid to obtain a new feature map with multiscale appearance awareness, and the second one learns an attention model from the multiscale pyramid to select discriminative features for place recognition.
III. METHOD
This section details our proposed approaches. Firstly, we describe how features can be extracted from a fully convolutional neural network. Secondly, we illustrate the constitution of the multiscale feature pyramid, which has an awareness of both local and global appearance. Then, we demonstrate how the multiscale feature pyramid is fused to form a new feature map, and how the feature pyramid can be used to learn an attention mask for the original feature map. Finally, we depict our training objective.
A. FEATURE EXTRACTION WITH CNN
A fully convolutional neural network takes an image as input, and generates a three-dimensional holistic visual representation X of size H × W × D, where H and W are spatial dimensions and D is the channel dimension. As the basic components (convolution, pooling and activation functions) of the fully convolutional network operate on local image regions, we can treat each spatial grid on the output feature map as a local visual description of its perceptive field. Then the feature map can be expressed as: 
B. MULTISCALE FEATURE PYRAMID
A local visual feature x i depends only on its perceptive field, which has no awareness of its surrounding appearance. However, we human can form discriminative descriptions for similar local features by considering their neighborhood appearance, e.g. 'building edges' are more discriminative than 'vehicle edges' in place recognition. In this section, we build a multiscale feature pyramid to capture the local features as well as their neighborhood contexts of different scales.
Our multiscale feature pyramid is composed of multiple size pooling and concatenation operations as shown in Fig. 2 . Deep nets with multiple size pooling have been used in the region-based pooling approaches [14] , [16] , [17] , [21] . However, the multiscale features in these approaches were pooled at different spatial grids. For example, the R-MAC approach [17] pools at three scales of rigid grids, which defines 20 regions (1 × 2, 2 × 3, 3 × 4); the pooled regions are centered at 20 different locations, and for each location only one scale is pooled. In our proposed multiscale feature pyramid, we have made two modifications to capture the multiscale appearance at all the spatial grids. Firstly, we apply the multiple size pooling at all the spatial grids with paddings, which outputs multiscale feature maps in the same size as the input feature map. Then the obtained feature maps are concatenated to build the pyramid. By doing so, the same spatial grid in the pyramid has the same perceptive field center, but with different perceptive field sizes in each pyramid level. This is more like the human perception, which can form discriminative description for each part of an image with considerations of its surroundings. The obtained multiscale feature pyramid can be given as:
where N is the number of the pooling sizes used in building the pyramid.
Comparing to [19] , which used convolutional layers to capture the multiscale contextual information, our multiscale feature pyramid is more parameter efficient as no additional parameters are introduced.
C. MULTISCALE FEATURE FUSION NETWORK
As the basement feature map only has local awareness, the pooling operations also duplicate the confusing features into the pyramid. To suppress the confusing elements, we propose to fuse the multiscale features at each spatial grid to obtain a new visual description. Fig. 2(a) illustrates our multiscale feature fusion network.
The multiscale feature fusion component is a 1 × 1 × (D × N ) convolutional layer to perform cross channel fusion, which can be expressed as:
where w j is the j-th convolutional filter. Each dimension of the new feature x fuse i is a weighted sum of the multiscale feature x pym i . By training the network, the fusion component learns to combine the multiscale contexts around the same location to form a new visual representation with multiscale awareness.
The obtained feature map is of high dimensions, which is costly in storage and computation. We utilize two approaches: global max pooling (MAC) [14] and NetVLAD [3] , which have shown the state-of-the-art performance, to reduce the feature to a manageable size for training and efficient place recognition.
D. MULTISCALE ATTENTION NETWORK
While the multiscale feature fusion network learns new visual representations to suppress the local confusions, an alternative way is to draw low attention to landmark unrelated features and draw high attention to discriminative ones. These two approaches tackle the problem differently; the multiscale feature fusion network tries to improve the robustness of the convolutional feature map, while the multiscale attention network learns to draw different attention to different regions. The multiscale appearances are also crucial in determining the importance of the local features, e.g. it is only when the surrounding appearance is observed that we know a building edge is more important than a vehicle edge in visual place recognition.
In this section, we propose to use two convolutional layers of size 1 × 1 to learn an attention mask from the feature pyramid as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Each convolutional layer in the attention component is followed with Sigmoid activation to avoid negative weightings. As the feature pyramid has captured the multiscale appearance at each spatial grid, the 1 × 1 convolutional filters perform cross-channel fusion to combine the multiscale contexts to weight the local features on the original feature map. The proposed attention component is similar to the attentive model in [7] , however our attention model is built upon the proposed multiscale feature pyramid, while [7] learns the attention model from the last convolutional feature map. Furthermore, we use a different training objective to learn the visual representations directly.
The final representation is formulated as a weighted sum pooling to reduce the obtained visual descriptor to a manageable size, which can be represented as:
where a i is a scalar learned from the multiscale feature x pym i .
E. LEARNING VISUAL REPRESENTATION WITH TRIPLET LOSS
The proposed multiscale feature fusion network and multiscale attention network are fully differentiable. Following [3] , we train our models with triplet loss in an end-to-end manner.
A training tuple contains an anchor query image q, a positive sample image p to the query image and several negative samples n j . The triplet loss can be expressed as:
where d θ (·) demonstrates the L2 distance of two image features, l is the hinge loss l (x) = max (x, 0) and m is a constant positive margin. Training the networks with triplet loss can obtain a discriminative feature space, where a query feature has a smaller distance to its positive matches than to its negative ones.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section presents the details of the datasets used in the experiments. The algorithm implementation details and the evaluation approach are also presented.
A. TRAINING DATASET
We constituted the training datasets by sampling images from the Nordland [36] and Oxford Robotcar [37] datasets. The Nordland dataset consists of a cross-season Norwegian train dataset of 728 km length. The video captured at each season has a length of about 10 hours with a frame rate of 25; video frames were synchronized such that frames at the same timestamp were captured at the same place. We sampled 3397 winter-summer image pairs as query and database images from the video start to 25,000 seconds with a 0.2Hz sampling rate; images captured when the train was motionless were manually excluded. The winter-summer images used in the experiments were considered to have the most significant appearance variations, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The Oxford Robotcar dataset [37] consists of multiple traverses of the same environment at different times. We selected three image sequences for our experiments, where one was used as the database sequence and the other two were used as query sequences. For each sequence, we sampled a fragment for training. In detail, the database includes 2952 images captured at an overcast winter day, while the query set has 2518 images captured at a winter night and 2847 images captured at a summer overcast day, as shown in Fig. 3(b)∼(c) . The database images were sampled with 2 meters' separation, and the query images were sampled at the positions where the database images were sampled.
In summary, there are 6349 database images and 8762 query images in the training dataset, captured at two different kinds of environments (forest and urban) with various appearance variations.
B. TESTING DATASET
Four datasets were used for the algorithm evaluation; they are the Oxford Robotcar [37] , Nordland [36] , St Lucia [38] and Garden Point [9] datasets. These datasets were captured at various types of environments with varying degrees of appearance and viewpoint variations. Details of the testing datasets are shown in Table 1 , with some example images shown in Fig. 4 .
The Nordland testing images were sampled between 25,000 seconds and 36,000 seconds in the winter and summer videos with a 0.25Hz sampling rate. The Oxford testing images were sampled in the same sequences used in the training dataset, but at disjoint places to the training samples. To increase the place recognition difficulty, we also included the Oxford training database images in the Oxford testing database. The St Lucia dataset was recorded in the suburbs of St. Lucia at different times of a day and exhibits medium viewpoint and significant illumination changes. The Garden Point dataset was captured at the Queensland University of Technology campus with the database images recorded at the daytime along the left side of the walkways and the queries recorded at night along the right side of the walkways. 
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We built the networks on the pre-trained AlexNet [32] , as existing research [3] , [19] has shown that tuning pre-trained networks achieve better performance. For the multiscale feature fusion networks, we cropped the AlexNet at the last convolutional layer after the ReLU, while for the multiscale attention network we cropped the network before the ReLU; we found this setting obtained the best performance in the experiments. Training images were all resized to 360 × 640 before they were fed to the networks, which result in an output feature map of 22 × 39 × 256 from the truncated AlexNet.
Three different multiscale feature pyramids were tested in the experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. The pooling sizes used in building the pyramids are shown in Table 2 . The 1 × 1 pooling means the fusion layer was directly applied to the AlexNet feature map.
For the multiscale feature fusion networks, we have experimented with MAC [3] , [14] and trainable VLAD [3] as the output feature layer as shown in Fig. 2(a) . These approaches have shown the state-of-the-art performance. As the NetVLAD features have a much higher dimension than the MAC features, we applied PCA and whitening as in [3] to reduce the NetVLAD features to 256 dimensions, which is the same length as the MAC features, for fair comparisons.
The learning rates of all the new layers appended to the AlexNet were set to 0.01, while the learning rates of the layers in the AlexNet were set to 0.001. Learning rates were halved every five epochs, and all the networks were trained for 30 epochs.
D. COMPARISON METHODS
For the multiscale feature fusion network, we first compared the networks utilizing the three different feature pyramids as shown in Table 2 . We further compared our approach with different state-of-the-art place recognition algorithms as follows:
• ''MAC'': Conventional MAC network presented in [3] and [14] , which perform global max pooling to the last convolutional feature map.
• ''NetVLAD'': Conventional NetVLAD network introduced in [3] , which apply trainable VLAD pooling to the last convolutional feature map. PCA and whitening were applied to reduce the NetVLAD feature to 256 dimensions for fair comparisons.
• ''PANet'': A pyramid aggregation network presented in [16] , which aggregates the spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) features by sum pooling. The SPP was performed at four scales defined as 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8, which has shown better performance than the R-MAC method.
• ''PANet+FC'': Instead of using sum pooling, we used a fully connected layer to fuse the SPP features to improve PANet's place recognition capability. The fully connected layer generates a visual descriptor of 256 dimensions.
• ''SeqSLAM'' [6] : A visual place recognition approach utilizing sequence images.
We have tuned all the deep networks on our training dataset for fair comparisons.
For the multiscale attention networks, comparisons were made between the networks with different feature pyramids as shown in Table 2 . We also compared the proposed attention networks with the average attention network to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed attention component. Note that, the attention block learned from the 1-Scale feature pyramid is similar to the attention model in [7] , which is a state-of-the-art approach.
E. EVALUATION METRIC
The networks were trained to obtain a feature space, where a query feature has a smaller distance to its positive matches than to its negative ones. Therefore, we treat the most similar database image to a query as the matched place and evaluate the performance by the correct localization rate, which is also the accuracy at 100% recall.
V. RESULTS
This part presents the performance of our proposed networks with comparisons to other state-of-the-art visual place recognition approaches as described in section IV. D.
A. MULTISCALE FEATURE FUSION NETWORKS
We first present the performance of the multiscale feature fusion networks with different feature pyramids. Then, comparisons are made between the multiscale feature fusion networks and other place recognition approaches. Fig. 5(a) shows the performance of the proposed multiscale feature fusion networks with MAC visual representations. The networks fusing the 2-Scale pyramid show consistency improvements over those fusing the 1-Scale feature pyramid. In the Oxford-Day-Day dataset, the 3-Scale network has a localization rate slightly lower than the 2-Scale one, but the 3-Scale networks show consistency improvements over the 2-Scale networks on all the other datasets. This evident that fusing multiscale features can improve the place recognition capability. It is interesting to note that, the improvements are also shown in the St Lucia and Garden Point datasets, which were captured at environments different from the training dataset. Fig. 5(b) shows the performance of the multiscale feature fusion networks with trainable VLAD layer at the end for feature aggregation. Once again, the 2-Scale networks achieve higher localization rate than the 1-Scale networks. Furthermore, the 3-Scale networks show better performance than the 2-Scale networks. The results demon- strate that combining multiscale features can suppress the effects of local confusions and augment the place recognition performance. Fig. 6 . shows some example images and their activation heat map at the last ReLU layer in the multiscale feature fusion networks with MAC pooling. As the last ReLU layer sets all negative activations to zero and feds the output to the fusion component, its activation heat map can intermediately indicate which part of an image is of high importance to place recognition. In Fig. 6(a) , the 1-Scale network has high activations around the car, which is not a landmark feature. Note that, the activations around the car are suppressed in the 2-Scale and 3-Scale networks. Similar situations can be observed in other example images, such as the train in Fig. 6(b) , the car in Fig. 6(c) , and the ground regions in Fig. 6(d) . Fig. 7 . shows some example images and their activations at the last ReLU layer in the multiscale feature fusion networks with VLAD aggregation. Once again, some confusing local features in the 1-Scale networks are suppressed in the 2-Scale and 3-Scale networks, such as the cars in the Oxford and St Lucia example images as shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(c) , the railways shown in Fig. 7(b) and the person presented in Fig. 7(d) . Fig. 8 . compares the 3-Scale networks with other state-ofthe-art algorithms described in section IV. D. Firstly, we compare the conventional MAC and NetVLAD with their 3-Scale counterparts. The 3-Scale MAC and NetVLAD networks show higher localization rates than their unfused counterparts, which demonstrates the benefits of fusing multiscale features for place recognition.
Unlike the MAC network, which pools the last convolutional feature map globally, PANet performs multiscale max pooling at multiple regions. PANet shows higher localization rates than the MAC network in the Oxford and Garden Point datasets. However, in the Nordland and St Lucia datasets, PANet shows lower localization rates than the MAC network. This demonstrates that while the multiple size pooling operations in PANet can capture multiscale landmarks to augment the place recognition capability, they can also duplicate the confusing elements and decrease the place recognition performance. The PANet+FC network performs the same spatial pyramid pooling to capture the multiscale features. However, PANet+FC has higher localization rates than PANet, except in the Oxford-Day-Day dataset, where PANet+FC's localization rate is slightly lower. The overall outperformance of PANet+FC demonstrates that fusing the pooled multiscale features can suppress the confusing elements.
Though PANet+FC also fuses the pooled multiscale features, it shows lower localization rates than the proposed 3-Scale-MAC network in the Oxford, Nordland and St Lucia datasets. 3-Scale-MAC performs worse than PANet FIGURE 10. Example image pairs from the (a) Oxford-Day-Day, and (b) Nordland datasets. Row 1 to row 3 are the attention masks generated by the 1-Scale, 2-Scale and 3-Scale attention networks. The black boxes illustrate the discriminative landmarks observed in both query and database images; The red boxes show some common features were suppressed as the scales included in the feature pyramid increases.
and PANet+FC in the Garden Point dataset; this is mainly because the Garden Point dataset was captured along campus walkways, which is a different environmental domain to our training dataset. The 3-Scale-NetVLAD has slightly lower localization rate than PANet+FC in the Nordland dataset, but it has the highest localization rates in all other datasets. In summary, the 3-Scale-MAC and 3-Scale-NetVLAD networks have better overall performance than the PANet+FC algorithm; this is mainly because the proposed approach fuses the multiscale appearance at all the spatial grids for visual place recognition.
The proposed 3-Scale-MAC and 3-Scale-NetVLAD networks also have better performance than SeqSLAM, except in the Nordland dataset, which has strong template sequence consistency and small viewpoint variations. Note that, SeqS-LAM compares multiple sequence images to recognize a place, while the performance of the proposed multiscale feature fusion networks is achieved by single image matching with 256-dimensional features. Fig. 9 . shows the performance of the multiscale attention networks with comparisons to the average attention network. Note that, the 1-Scale attention component is similar to the attention model proposed in [7] . We divide the testing datasets into two groups to analyse the results.
B. MULTISCALE ATTENTION NETWORKS
The first group is the Oxford-Day-Day and Nordland datasets. This group of datasets have significant appearance variations caused by seasonal changes and dynamic objects. However, only small illumination changes exist in this group of dataset, which means, for most cases, the landmarks observed in the database images can also be observed in the query images, such as the buildings in the Oxford-Day-Day dataset and the landscape in the Nordland dataset. Fig. 9 . shows the proposed attention networks have higher localization rates than the average attention network, and show consistency improvements as the scales included in the fusion component increases. This demonstrates the benefits of using multiscale features to draw different attention to different regions. Fig. 10 . shows some example image pairs from the first group of datasets. In Fig. 10(a) , we can observe that all the networks draw high attention to the building, which can be treated as a landmark, in both the query and database images. However, the attention paid to the road, which can be regarded as a common feature, reduces as the number of fused scales increases. A similar situation can be observed in Fig. 10(b) , where the landscape and the house received high attention in both the query and database images, while the attention paid to the ground, which is a confusing element, reduces as the fused scales increases.
The second group consists of the Oxford-Night-Day, St Lucia and Garden Point datasets. These three datasets have appearance variations as well as significant illumination changes. Note that, the illumination changes can cause quite different visual conditions; high attention landmarks observed in the database images could be invisible or partially visible in the query images, such as the buildings without lights in the Oxford night images. Though there are severe illumination variations, the multiscale fused attention networks also show improvements over the average attention networks, as exemplified by the 2-Scale networks in the Oxford-Night-Day and St Lucia datasets, and the 3-Scale network in the Garden Point dataset. But the improvements FIGURE 11. Example image pairs from the (a) Oxford-Night-Day, and (b) Garden Point datasets. Row 1 to row 3 are the attention masks generated by the 1-Scale, 2-Scale and 3-Scale attention networks. The black boxes show some high attention regions in the database images have less attention in the query images due to the illumination variations. are not as consistent as in the first group of datasets. The 2-Scale attention networks show higher localization rates than the 1-Scale attention networks in the second group of datasets, but the 3-Scale networks perform worse than the 2-Scale networks in the Oxford-Night-Day and St Lucia datasets. While the multiscale attention networks have consistency improvements in the Garden Point dataset, the 1-Scale and 2-Scale attention networks have lower localization rates than the average attention network. We argue that the inconsistency performance in the second group of datasets is caused by the illumination variations, which lead to the attention components draw quite different weights to the same landmark in the query and database images, as exemplified in Fig. 11 .
VI. COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE
This section assesses the computational cost of the proposed 3-Scale-NetVLAD and 3-Scale-Attention networks, as these two networks have the most computational operations in the multiscale feature fusion and multiscale attention networks respectively. The St Lucia dataset was used to test the time consumption, as it has the largest database. Table 3 shows the total time consumption of the two tested networks.
The algorithms were processed in MATLAB on an Ubuntu computer with a 3.6 GHz Intel i7-7820 processor and a Nvidia GeForce GTX1080Ti GPU. For each input image, the network generates a visual descriptor of 256 dimensions, which is efficient for image comparisons. As shown in Table. 3, comparing a single query image to the 2593 database images takes about 0.03 second, which indicates the proposed algorithm can be processed with a rate in excess of 30 Hz. Feature extraction takes most of the execution time due to a large number of computations in the deep networks. Note that, our code was written to make diagnostics and visualization convenient, further optimizations can reduce the execution time.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The contribution of this paper has been to demonstrate how multiscale features extracted from a convolutional feature map can be combined to augment the visual place recognition capability. A novel approach is introduced to constitute a multiscale feature pyramid with pooling operations, followed with two proposed approaches to fuse the multiscale feature pyramid for place recognition. The first approach fuses the feature pyramid to learn visual representations that have both local and semi-global appearance awareness, while the second approach makes use of the feature pyramid to learn an attention model to select the discriminative features.
The two approaches have been tested on benchmark datasets with varying degrees of appearance and viewpoint variations. Results show that visual features obtained from the proposed multiscale feature fusion networks outperform those from the unfused networks. Furthermore, the place recognition capability shows consistency improvements as the number of fused feature scales increases. The attention model learned VOLUME 7, 2019 from the multiscale feature pyramid also shows its effectiveness in weighing different regions of an image. However, the illumination changes can lead to degradations of the attention networks' place recognition ability; the same landmark can receive quite different attention in the query and database images as the visual condition changes significantly.
In the future, we will exploit to use the attention model to learn local point features for 6-DOF metric localization, where the attention model acts as the feature detector and the feature map acts as the feature descriptor. 
